Abstract-Medical robotics and computer aided surgery in general, and robotic telesurgery in particular, are promising applications of robotics. In this paper, various aspects of telesurgery are studied. After a general introduction to laparoscopic surgery and medical applications of robotics, the UC Berkeley/Endorobotics Inc./UC San Francisco Telesurgical Workstation, a master-slave telerobotic system for laparoscopic surgery, is introduced, followed by its kinematic analysis, control, and experimental results. Later some conceptual and future issues on telesurgery are discussed, including teleoperation and hybrid control, focusing on the special requirements of telesurgery.
cause of post-operative pain and long hospital stay of the patient. The hospital stay and rest periods, and therefore the procedure's cost, are significantly reduced with minimally invasive surgery, at the expense of more difficult techniques performed by the surgeon.
Minimally invasive operations include laparoscopy (abdominal cavity), thoracoscopy (chest cavity), arthroscopy (joints), pelviscopy (pelvis), and angioscopy (blood vessels). The first major laparoscopic surgery, for colecystectomy (removal of gall bladder), was performed in 1985 by Mühe in (West) Germany. In less than a decade, there was a quick shift from open surgery to laparoscopic surgery in relatively simple procedures, with 67% of cholecystectomies performed laparoscopically in the U.S. in 1993 [9] . Adoption of laparoscopic techniques has been slower in more complex procedures, largely because of the greater difficulty due to the surgeon's reduced dexterity and perception.
In laparoscopic surgery, the abdominal cavity, which is expanded by pumping carbon dioxide inside to open a workspace, is observed with a laparoscope inserted through one of the incisions. The laparoscope itself is composed of a chain of lens optics to transmit the image of the operation site to the CCD camera connected to its outer end, and optical fibers to carry light to illuminate inside. A monoscopic image of the operation site is displayed on a high resolution CRT screen. The instruments used for the operation are specially designed long and thin instruments with trigger-like handles. They are inserted through trocars placed at the incisions to air seal the abdomen. The instruments have only four DOF (see Fig. 1 ), preventing the ability to arbitrarily orient the instrument tip [10] . Dexterity is significantly reduced because of the lost DOF's and motion reversal due to the fulcrum at the entry point. Force feedback is reduced due to the friction at the air tight trocar and the stiffness of the inflated abdominal wall. There is no tactile sensing, on which surgeons highly depend in open surgery to locate arteries and tumors hidden in tissue.
Minimally invasive surgery itself is telemanipulation as the surgeon is physically separated from the workspace. Therefore, telerobotics is a natural tool to extend capabilities in laparoscopic surgery. With the telesurgical workstation, the goal is to restore the manipulation and sensation capabilities of the surgeon which were lost due to minimally invasive surgery. The six DOF slave manipulator, controlled through a spatially consistent and intuitive master, will restore the dexterity, the force feedback to the master will increase the fidelity of the manipulation, and the tactile feedback will restore the lost tactile sensation.
Other work in the literature on telesurgical systems for abdominal surgery include the telesurgical system for open surgery with four DOF manipulators developed at SRI International [11] (a laparoscopic version has also been developed), the telerobotic assistant for laparoscopic surgery developed by Taylor et al. [12] , and the telesurgery experiments performed between JPL, Pasadena, CA, and Polytechnic University of Milan, Italy [13] , and between Nagoya and Tokyo in Japan [14] .
There are other successful medical applications of robotics, including systems for orthopedic surgery [15] , microsurgery and stereotactic neurosurgery [16] , eye surgery [17] , and radiotherapy [18] . See [19] and [20] for good reviews. This paper will first introduce the UC Berkeley/Endorobotics/UCSF Telesurgical Workstation, perform its kinematic analysis, give information about control issues, describe the implemented control algorithm, and present experimental results. Finally, a short discussion on conceptual and future issues on telesurgery will be presented including teleoperation and hybrid control issues.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

A. Design Requirements
The goal of the design is to add a two DOF wrist to extend the four DOF available through the fulcrum, and therefore give enough dexterity to perform complex skills, especially suturing and knot tying, in the minimally invasive setting. The slave must be small enough to fit through incisions typically 10 mm wide, but also able to apply forces large enough to manipulate tissue and suture. It must have sufficient workspace to span significant regions in the abdominal cavity and suture at almost arbitrary orientations, yet have a wrist short enough in length to work in constrained spaces. System bandwidth should permit natural motions by the surgeon and haptic feedback with sufficient fidelity. Of course, the system must be safe to be used inside a patient.
Performance goals in the design of the millirobot are given in Table I. 1 These values are estimated for a suturing task, force and movement requirements for driving a needle through tissue and tying a knot. The diameter of the instrument is chosen to fit the standard 10 and 15 mm diameter trocars. It is preferable not to have larger diameters as it causes greater 1 Courtesy of Endorobotics Inc. 
B. Current Prototype
To meet the design requirements, the slave manipulator is composed of two parts (Fig. 2) . The first part is the gross positioning stage located outside the body. It is responsible for positioning the millirobot, which is the second part of the slave robot. The gross stage controls the same four DOF as those available in conventional laparoscopic instruments. As the gross stage is located outside the body, there is not a tight space limitation. A parallel arrangement is chosen for increased rigidity and a small footprint. Three linear joints, which are connected to the base of the robot with gimbal arrangements, hold a small platform that carries the tool arm and the motor rotating it. Two of the linear joints are connected to the platform with three DOF ball joints whereas the third one is connected with a two DOF joint. All four actuators of the gross positioning stage are DC servo motors. In the linear joints, power is transmitted by lead screws connected to the motors. The roll axis through the entry port is direct drive.
The second part of the slave, the millirobot, is located inside the patient and consequently must be small yet capable of producing a wide range of motion and relatively large forces. To meet these requirements, it has a two DOF wrist, with yaw and roll axis rotations, and a gripper (Fig. 3) . It is 10 mm in diameter. The wrist-to-gripper length is 10 cm. The yaw axis is actuated by tendons driven by a DC servo motor located outside the body. The roll axis and the gripper are actuated hydraulically through pairs of bladders which are inflated with water. The water section is separated from the rest of the hydraulic circuit, outside the body, via a set of diaphragms. The millirobot is designed to be disposable, and the bladders will be driven by sterile saline solution to avoid problems in case of leaks. Table II gives the experimentally determined open loop performance results of the actual slave manipulator. All the design goals are exceeded except for the range of roll rotation as a result of actuator design limitations.
The master manipulator (See Fig. 4 ) is a six DOF serial robot. A commercial four DOF force reflecting joystick (Immersion Impulse Engine 3000) with three actuated axes is equipped with an additional two DOF (one actuated) and a stylus handle. The additional two DOF was necessary to control the six DOF slave manipulator. There are position measurements in all six joints and the four actuated joints give force feedback in translational directions and the roll axis. The torque feedback on the roll axis is especially important to feel when the needle enters and leaves the tissue while suturing. The stylus handle was chosen to give a more dextrous interface for precise manipulation.
The major safety feature present in this prototype of the system is the heartbeat check by the robot. The robot continuously monitors a heartbeat signal sent by the control program, and cuts the power to all of the actuators in case this signal is lost, which means a computer failure. Additional safety features to be implemented in the second version of the robot will be discussed later in this paper. 
III. KINEMATICS
For feedforward control of the system, the inverse kinematics of the slave manipulator and the forward kinematics of the master manipulator are needed. The forward kinematics of the slave are also necessary for position error-based force feedback.
The hybrid parallel-serial structure of the slave manipulator is an unusual design which complicates the solution of the inverse kinematics. We will present the calculation of the forward kinematics of the slave manipulator to show the workspace of the robot. The details of the calculations are included as the techniques used are neither standard nor obvious. The master manipulator is a straightforward design and therefore briefly described for completeness.
For the kinematic analysis, the product of exponentials formulation is used. Refer to [21] for a full treatment.
A. Slave Manipulator Inverse Kinematics
In inverse kinematics, the problem is to solve for the joint angles 2 of actuated joints, given (3), the desired configuration of the tool relative to the fulcrum. Notation: The joint variables of the actuated joints are: lengths of linear joints, , , , roll and yaw rotations of the millirobot, and , and gross stage rotation . To simplify the inverse kinematics calculations, the slave kinematics can be divided into two parts: the serial portion inside the body and parallel portion outside the body. The serial part is composed of the fulcrum, which is modeled with a spherical joint and a translational joint, and the two DOF wrist. The parallel part of the slave consists of the three arms holding the base of the tool arm, and the tool arm itself (Fig. 5) .
In the inverse kinematics calculations, first the serial part will be solved, which will give the angles of the wrist joints and the desired configuration of the parallel part. Then the parallel part will be solved to calculate the lengths of the linear joints and the tool arm rotation.
1) Serial Part: Using the naming convention and the zero configuration shown in Fig. 6 , the kinematic configuration of the serial part is characterized by the following twists 3 (1) and the reference configuration (2) which gives the forward kinematics map as (3) The inverse kinematics of the serial part is straightforward as it is a kinematically simple configuration.
Lemma 1-Inverse Kinematics of the Serial Part: Given the desired configuration (4) (5) atan (6) atan (7) where (8) Fig. 6 . Naming convention and the zero configuration of the serial part.
Here, note that has two solutions, and can have any value when , which is a singular configuration. Then (9) will be used in the solution of the parallel part, since , , and form the fictitious ball joint at the entry point.
2) Parallel Part:
The parallel part of the slave consists of three arms connected to a triangular platform which holds the millirobot. Two of the arms have six DOF, whereas the third one has only five. In each of the arms, only one DOF, the translational joint, is actuated. The solution of the inverse kinematics for the parallel part requires finding the lengths of these translational joints and calculating the rotation of the tool arm. In the solution, one proceeds to solve the inverse kinematics of the five DOF arm, then uses this to calculate the lengths of the prismatic joints in the other two arms, and the amount of rotation.
Specification of the Configuration: Fig. 7 gives a side view of the parallel part, showing the joint naming conventions and various points and coordinate frames used in the calculations. In the figure, joints 1-5 are on the five DOF arm, and joint 6 is the rotation of the tool arm. The serial part of the inverse kinematics gives the direction , which is determined from the spherical joint at the fulcrum, as (10) and the length : (11) As notation, the subscripts of points and vectors denote the coordinate frames in which they are expressed. The subscripts of the homogeneous transforms denote which coordinate frames they transform. Also, is used to denote inner product. The forward kinematics of the 5 DOF arm, choosing the zero configuration as overlapped with , are
where (13) The homogeneous transform between the and coordinate frames ( ), coordinates of the spherical wrists and , and coordinates of the centers of the other two motors and are all known as they are constant. The point at which extension of the tool arm intersects the (imaginary) plane passing through the wrists on the tool base is defined as . Note that has coordinates of the form (14) and (10) and (11) give (15) where is the length of the tool arm. 
atan (26) The full derivation can be found in [22] . Inverse kinematics of the parallel part have a single solution for each solution of the serial part.
B. Slave Forward Kinematics
In forward kinematics, the problem is to calculate , the configuration of the tool relative to the fulcrum, given , , , , , and , angles of the actuated joints. Similar to the inverse kinematics calculations, the problem can be divided into two parts, first the solution for the gross stage and second the millirobot.
The gross positioning stage of the slave manipulator has a parallel structure, which complicates the solution of the forward kinematics. Usually it is not possible to find closed form solutions for parallel manipulators. 4 Rather, the problem is reduced to calculating the solution of a system of nonlinear algebraic equations.
In the solution of the forward kinematics of the gross positioning stage the kinematics is expressed in terms of the fulcrum coordinate frame . The coordinate transformation between and is specified with the twists (27) and the zero configuration (28) also shown in Fig. 8 . These give the forward kinematics map
The linear joints give the following three constraints in the four unknowns (30) (31) (32) where point is the center of the coordinate frame. To solve the problem, we need to use the constraint imposed by the five DOF arm, which gives that -axes of the and coordinate frames are coplanar (33) Equations (30) 
1) Workspace of the Slave Manipulator:
The workspace reachable by the gross stage of the slave manipulator is shown in Fig. 9 . The boundary of the reachable workspace is determined by six surfaces corresponding to the minimum and maximum lengths of each of the three linear joints. The gross stage does not have a singularity in the workspace, but, the precision of the manipulator is reduced at the outer boundary of the workspace due to the larger moment arm.
C. Master Manipulator Forward Kinematics
The master manipulator is a simple serial structure. Using the naming convention and the zero configuration shown in Fig. 10 , the kinematics of the serial part are characterized by the following twists: (40) and the zero configuration (41) which gives the forward kinematics map as (42) The calculation of the body Jacobian, which is also straightforward, is not presented here due to the space limitations, but can be found in [22] .
IV. CONTROL
A. Open Loop Control Issues
The main bottleneck in the dynamics of the slave manipulator is the lag in the hydraulic actuators, which is due to the transmission delay in the tubing, and the first order lag resulting from the RC effect of the tube-bladder configuration. A simple model for transmission delay in the pipes considering the compressibility of water and elasticity of tubes, but neglecting the viscous effects present, gives the propagation velocity of the pressure wave fronts as [24] (43) where is the propagation velocity, is the bulk modulus of water, is the density of water, is the diameter of the tube, is the thickness of the tube, and is the linear modulus of elasticity of the tube material. The tubes connecting the manifolds to the bladders are composed of two sections. Thick section tubes have 3.5 and are made of Nylon 11, with 0.5 10 psi. Thin section tubes have 2.2 and are made of PTFE, which has -10 psi. Calculations 
B. Control Algorithm
The overall structure of the proposed control design for the telesurgical workstation is shown in Fig. 11 . In the current implementation, which is shown in Fig. 12 , joint level angle control is used. Individual joints of the slave manipulator are servoed with PID controllers to the joint trajectories determined from the solution of the slave inverse kinematics and the master forward kinematics along the trajectory of the master manipulator. The force and tactile loops and safety monitor are not present. A small dead-band is used on the error signal for linear joints to avoid oscillations due to backlash. Anti-windup integral terms (with saturation) are used in the PID controllers. The sensor outputs are compensated for the nonlinear input-output characteristics.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The robot has been successfully tested in ex vivo suturing and knot tying tasks in master-slave mode. Experimental tracking responses are given in Fig. 13 . The RMS error during tracking for each of the joints are mm mm mm
Average latency in each of the joints is less than 5 ms, except for the roll axis ( ), which has a latency of 135 ms. As can be seen from these results, the system achieves very good tracking performance, except for the roll axis which did not perform within the specifications and needs to be improved. Bandwidth and time delay for the hydraulic actuators and the noise of the analog position sensor are the limiting factors for the performance of the millirobot. Space restrictions prevented the use of a digital encoder for the roll axis, so an analog position sensor was employed instead. However, the limitations of the roll axis did not prevent the system from successfully performing the ex vivo suturing and knot tying tasks, as the system was being operated in master-slave mode, and the operator in the loop was easily able to compensate for the inaccuracies in the roll motion. During the ex vivo experiments, suturing with a straight needle was easier compared to the curved needle due to the limited roll movement available. Although the parallel structure of the gross stage prevents the use of dynamics-based controllers, the powerful actuators used compensate for this, as can be observed from the tracking responses for the linear joints ( , , and ).
The specifications adopted for the second version of the system are given in Table III . 5 In addition to increasing the force and torque requirements to more easily accommodate manipulation of in vivo tissue, the main design changes are on the roll rotation and the wrist to gripper length. 270 of roll 5 Courtesy of Endorobotics Inc.
rotation requirement needs to be satisfied for faster and more effective suturing. The wrist joint to gripper length is reduced to 5 cm to increase the maneuverability of the manipulator inside the abdomen.
The more comprehensive safety features not implemented in this prototype controller will be included in the later designs. The independent high level controller, which should run on a separate computer and have an independent set of sensors, is necessary for safety monitoring. The mission of this safety controller is to monitor the overall system, override commands that violate the safety constraints, and to shut down the system in case of failure. A possible low level control algorithm to avoid high interaction forces between the manipulator and the environment is discussed in Section VI-B. Increased safety must also be included in the hardware design to compensate for the potential problems in the actuator and sensor systems.
VI. CONCEPTUAL AND FUTURE ISSUES IN TELESURGERY
A. Teleoperation for Telesurgery
The main concerns for the design and control of a telesurgical system can be summarized as follows:
1) fidelity in force-torque feedback; 2) stability-fidelity trade-off; 3) performance under time delay which will affect the choice of control algorithm, hardware for sensing and computation, and the limitations of the technology.
Force feedback is important for telesurgery because of the high level of interaction with the environment. Although currently there are no direct experimental results, the performance increase as a result of force feedback in conventional teleoperation tasks [25] [26] [27] is a clear indication, as interaction in telesurgery is more critical and delicate.
As pointed out by several authors, [28] [29] [30] [31] , fidelity and stability are contradicting factors in teleoperation. Control algorithms available in the literature can be classified in terms of this trade-off [31] . For example, passive communication based control algorithms of [32] [33] [34] are optimized for stability and have poor fidelity [35] , whereas the control algorithms of [36] , [37] for ideal kinesthetic coupling are optimized for fidelity and have poor stability.
In conventional teleoperation tasks, involving manipulation of rigid objects for assembly, the interaction with the rigid environment is the main source of this stability problem. However, the challenges of telesurgery are quite different from conventional teleoperation applications. When manipulating soft tissue, stability is less of a problem while there is a significant need for fidelity during telemanipulation. It is especially important to be able to distinguish changes in environment stiffness, as with the interaction between the needle and the tissue during suturing. For example detecting when the needle enters or leaves the tissue, can only be sensed by the change in the resistance that is felt by the instrument. It is also important to be able to locate arteries and lumps hidden under tissue by feeling the changes in the stiffness of the tissue.
For increased fidelity, the performance of model based controllers will be needed, at the expense of increased computational burden. Especially, model based control (or at least gravity compensation) on the master side is critical for better fidelity and to avoid fatigue. Increased force fidelity of a force sensor on the slave, compared to position error based force feedback, might be desirable.
For operation under short time delay, the compliance of the robot and the environment would be enough for stable operation with limited kinesthetic force feedback and a safety controller like that described in Section VI-B. The limiting factor for telesurgery under time delay will be the fidelity of teleoperation. Although the control algorithms stabilized via remote site compliance are reported to perform reasonably well for conventional teleoperation tasks, they are not satisfactory for surgery because of the lost fidelity as a result of the reduced stiffness of the manipulator. Visual aids like predictive displays will not be applicable as it is virtually impossible to fully model the environment. For larger time delays, supervisory control seems to be the only feasible solution.
It is also important to study the kinesthetic perception of the human and to optimize the teleoperation system accordingly. The coupling between the master-slave system can be chosen to minimize perceptual distortion rather than seeking an ideal response which is marginally stable and practically impossible to achieve. Also some variables of interaction can be amplified to improve sensation of manipulation for better performance. Although there are some studies in the literature on human perception in the context of teleoperation [38] , there is a lot of work that should be done.
B. Hybrid Control
One way to increase safety and performance in telesurgery with time delay is to use a hierarchical controller, where the commands of the surgeon transmitted with a time delay are overlaid by a local low level controller at the remote site which guarantees safety. Hybrid control design techniques can be used to develop this low level controller to limit interaction forces under specified disturbances [39] . Such a controller can be used in a supervisory control algorithm for teleoperation under time delay to guarantee safety by eliminating excessive interaction forces.
VII. CONCLUSION
This study addressed various aspects of telesurgery. We first introduced the telesurgical workstation, a master-slave telerobotic system designed considering the special requirements of minimally invasive telesurgery, followed by its kinematic analysis, control, and experimental evaluation. Later, some conceptual and future issues in telesurgery were discussed, including discussions on teleoperation and hybrid control.
Directions for Future Work: The future work will proceed in two areas. For the Telesurgical Workstation, the proposed control algorithm will be implemented, with the force feedback and safety monitor, followed by experimental studies to further analyze the effectiveness of the robot and the control. A second robot is necessary for bimanual operation. A second version of the system is currently being developed, with modifications to improve performance based on the evaluation of the current system. This second system is being tested in animal trials at the experimental surgery laboratory at the University of California San Francisco. These results will be presented in a coming paper.
On the conceptual side, human kinesthetic perception will be experimentally studied to further identify the design goals for an effective teleoperation system design. Along this line, we are currently studying the ability of the human operator to detect the changes in the compliance of a surface. Also, further experimental and theoretical studies are being conducted to compare alternate robot and control designs under nonideal conditions, like presence of time delay or uncertainties in the manipulator models.
